
Welcome in the B Game… 
Your goal:  to gather as many information as requested to win the “goodies bag”. 

Be aware of the time – you just have 45 minutes. 

 

 

The archangel Michael is the patron saint of Brussels.   
1) Walk to the Town Hall located on “Grand Place”. 
2) Look at the gothic facade and its belfry. 
3) Locate two representations of the archangel Michael: 

 
 

 

 
4) Give an estimate of the height of the belfry. 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 



The “Grand place” 
The “Grand place” used to be the market of Brussels. The 
Dutch name is reminder of this past: “Grote Markt”. 

1) Look at the names of the streets around the Grand 
place. 

2) Find 3 names which refers to food which used to 
be sold in those streets. 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
 

 

The “BD” – the “Bande dessinée 
Brussels is at heart of a specific form of art: the comic. Many Belgian 
characters are worldwide famous. The most famous one is “Tintin”. To 
celebrate this culture, the city has decorated some of its wall with 
comics. 

1) In the area you are to cover, you need to find one of those 
comic book wall. Give the name of the street and all the 
information you can find of this comic. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

The Manneken-Pis 
It was at first a fountain that played an essential role in 
the former distribution of drinking water since the 15th 
century. Towards the end of the 17th century, the statue 
became more and more important in the city life. It was 
also a survivor of the bombardment of Brussels in 1695. 
Manneken-Pis became a precious good and enjoys a 
ceaselessly growing glory. His wardrobe counts more 
than 900 suits. 
 
Propose an additional costume for the statue 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

Waffles – “Gauffres” 
In Belgium, there are two types of “gauffres”. Which one is which? Write their names under the correct picture.  

  
 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 



The “Galeries Royale Saint-Hubert” 
It is a glazed shopping arcade built in 1847. 
 

1) Find the motto of the gallery.  
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
2) Bruxelles is famous for its chocolate. But not all the 

shops selling chocolates in Bruxelles are actually 
Belgian. Look around the gallery and write down the 
name of a Belgian “chocolatier”. 

 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

 

 

The mystery product: the “cuperdon” 
It was invented in the 19th century but its origin remains 
debated. Three companies are producing it in Belgium today. 

1) Find a shop where they are selling the cuperdon. 
2) Describe the cuperdon (shape, colour…). 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3) Ask for the ingredients used to make a cuperdon. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

? 

 

Final task… 

in Brussels 

Make a short movie of maximum 2 minutes in front of a place that you have particularly enjoyed during the game. 

We will collect them at the school on Wednesday. 

 

Bonne chance – Best of luck 
Team name:  

 


